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Andrew Gelman, 2018, The Failure of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing 
When Studying Incremental Changes, and What to Do About It. Personality 
and Social Psychology Bulletin

"Trying to use a survey of 3,000 people to estimate tiny differences in 
sex ratios: this makes about as much sense as using a bathroom 
scale to weigh a feather, when that feather is resting loosely in the 
pouch of a kangaroo that is vigorously jumping up and down."

https://garstats.wordpress.com


Teaching benefits
introduce or consolidate: 
- key frequentist concepts (sampling distributions, SE, confidence 

intervals…) 
- inferential statistics 
- experimental design (how do I bootstrap my data?) 
- robust statistics 
- simulations  
- R skills (including graphical representations) 
- dealing with distributions of plausible population values -> Bayes



https://psyarxiv.com/h8ft7/

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2515245920911881



https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00031305.2015.1089789

https://currentprotocols.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/cpns.41









The bootstrap?
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Bootstrap demo: 
[1] sampling without replacement 

[2] sampling with replacement 
[3] bootstrap sampling



R implementation

n <- 6

samp <- 1:n

sample(samp, size=n, replace=TRUE)



3 bootstrap samples

set.seed(21) # reproducible example


nboot <- 3


matrix(sample(samp, size = n*nboot, replace = 
TRUE), nrow = nboot, byrow = TRUE)



Bootstrap: central idea

• “The bootstrap is a computer-based method for 
assigning measures of accuracy to statistical 
estimates.” Efron & Tibshirani, 1993


• “The central idea is that it may sometimes be 
better to draw conclusions about the 
characteristics of a population strictly from the 
sample at hand, rather than by making perhaps 
unrealistic assumptions about the population.” 
Mooney & Duval, 1993
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bootstrap philosophy
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original data

(3) repeat (1) & (2) b times 
(4) get 1-alpha confidence interval

5 632 71 4 8

(2) compute estimate 
e.g. sum, trimmed mean

∑

Percentile bootstrap: general recipe

(1) sample WITH 
replacement n 
observations

bootstrapped data

5 632 71 4 82 82

∑1 ∑2 ∑3 ∑4 ∑5 ∑6 ... ∑b
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R implementation

Loop

Matrix method



First 50 bootstrap means



Density plot of 1,000 bootstrap estimates
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Density plot of 1,000 bootstrap estimates
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Bootstrap sampling distribution

Can be used to compute:

- SE estimate

- bias estimate

- confidence interval

- p value



https://open.lnu.se/index.php/metapsychology/article/view/1630

More about bias and bootstrap bias estimation…
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Normal distribution: mean = 50, sd = 10
n = 20 samples
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Sample mean = 53.8 , sd =  8
n = 20 samples
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10000 sample means: mean = 50 , sd =  2.26

Standard error (of the mean) = sd(sampling distribution) =


sd(population) / √n = 10 / √20 = 2.24


sd(sample) / √n


n = 20 samples



Simulation of  
sampling distribution:

Bootstrap estimation of  
the sampling distribution:



Experiment / bootstrap / simulation
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Sampling distribution
of the mean
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10,000 experiments



Bootstrap sampling 
distribution of the mean
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sample: n = 100 
nboot = 1000

based on one sample only…
bootstrap SEM = SD(boot means)



More samples…

Sampling = 10000 experiments; Bootstrap = 1 experiment



Bootstrap confidence interval
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50 experiments  
= 
50 
confidence  
intervals
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Strengths of the bootstrap + robust estimates

•Robust to heteroscedasticity 

•Robust to non-normality 

•Robust to outliers 

•Confidence intervals can be computed for any 
statistics 

•But no obvious best method...



The bootstrap alone is not robust



The bootstrap alone is not robust



Confidence interval coverage: expected level?
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Coverage simulation: when is a 95% confidence 
interval not a 95% confidence interval?

0.95

0.93



Coverage simulation

Normal Log-normal
t-test (mean) 95.2% 88.5%
boot. (mean) 93.6% 87.8

t-test (20% tm) 94.4% 93.4%
pboot. (20% tm) 94.4% 94.4%
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n = 30

20,000 iterations

nboot = 2,000



group1 group2

(1) sample WITH 
replacement n 
observations

(2) compute estimate 
e.g. trimmed mean 

& get difference
_ = D*n

repeat (1) & (2) b times 
get CI at the 1-alpha level

Percentile bootstrap: general recipe



resampling strategies: 
follow the data acquisition process

independent sets: 
•2 conditions in single-
subject analyses 
•2 groups of subjects, e.g. 
patients vs. controls

* *

dependent sets: 
•2 conditions in group analyses 
•correlations 
•linear regression

*
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Hierarchical bootstrap

…

raw trials/samples: RT, correct/incorrect (0/1), Likert scale, MCQ…

Group statistics

TRIALS TRIALS TRIALS TRIALS

PARTICIPANTS



Teaching benefits
introduce or consolidate: 
- key frequentist concepts (sampling distributions, SE, confidence 

intervals…) 
- inferential statistics 
- experimental design (how do I bootstrap my data?) 
- robust statistics 
- simulations  
- R skills (including graphical representations) 
- dealing with distributions of plausible population values -> Bayes

Questions?


